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Abstract
Urban water, wastewater and stormwater management practices in ancient Hellas, from the Minoan to the
Roman times are briefly reviewed. In the Prehistoric Hellas palaces and other settlements tended to be located at
dry places, at a distance from rivers or lakes. During the Bronze Age decentralized water supply and wastewater
and stormwater management of small-scale systems were dominant. These systems are characterized by their
salient architectural and hydraulic features and perfect adaptation to the environment. On the other hand, under
tyranny, cities grew significantly and the first large-scale urban water infrastructures were developed. During the
periods of democracy the Hippodameian system of city planning included the public hydraulic works. This
period is also characterized by significant scientific progress in the hygienic use of water in public baths and
latrines. Finally, Romans used the scientific knowledge and the experience of small scale constructions of the
Hellenes, to construct large scale hydraulic works using sophisticated techniques.
Keywords: urban water supply; classical and Hellenistic periods; Minoan Crete; Mycenaean civilization;
prehistoric Hellas
1. Prolegomena
Όμοια γάρ ως επί το πολύ τα μέλλοντα τοις γεγονόσι.
Most future facts are based on those in the past.
Euripides, 480 – 406 BC, Ancient Greek Tragic.
In the long history of humankind the basic force that determined his action was the need to secure food and water.
Most of the early settlements of the humankind were established in temperate areas near water sources that
ensured sufficient water supply.. Most excavations of prehistoric human habitations had one thing in common;
all were located near sources of a spring, river, lake or stream. During the Neolithic age (ca. 5700 – 3200 BC),
the first water projects (such as dams and irrigation systems) were developed in Mesopotamia and Egypt, in
order to control the water flow, due to the food needs (Angelakis et al., 2013).
However, the first hydraulic works for water supply and wastewater management were constructed during the
Neolithic Age (a) in El Kowm (or Al Kawm), located near the city of Palmyra, in Syria, and (b) in the eastern
Crete, Hellas. In these locations the first domestic infrastructures for water and wastewater were built. At the end
of the 4th millennium BC to the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC the early Mesopotamian cities had
networks of wastewater and stormwater drainage. Also wastewater disposal facilities, such as drainage networks,
were available in the Late Urak Period (ca. 3300 – 3200 BC) at Habuba Kabira. Minoan regions (e.g. Crete and
other Hellenic islands) and Mohenjo-Daro (in modern day Pakistan in the Indus Valley) are early examples of
settlements with water supply and sanitation. These hydraulic works were developed in an impressive way since
the Bronze Age (ca. 3200 – 1100 BC). Archaeological and historical evidences, revealed a cultural explosion
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unparalleleed in the history of other aancient civilizzations that occcurred in varrious Minoan regions of an
ncient
Hellas staarting ca. 32000 BC. In thhese sites theey have surviived remarkabble architectuural and hydrraulic
infrastructtures for the management
m
off urban water,, stormwater aand wastewateer sewerage inn palaces and cities
c
(Angelakiss & Spyridakiss, 2013).
Further deevelopment of Minoan hydroo-technologiess was achievedd during the M
Mycenaean kinngdoms (ca. 19
900 –
1100 BC).. These technoologies includee (a) consideraable hydraulicc constructionss (dams, poldeers and levees)), (b)
aqueducts for conveyannce and (c) w
water drainagee and seweragge systems. H
However, the scientific view of
hydrologiccal phenomenaa were formuulated only caa. 600 BC in ancient Hellaas by Ionian pphilosophers, when
w
scientific ttheories, ideass and philosophhical views apppeared. The teechnological ddevelopments were driven by the
necessity to (a) use effficiently the nnatural resourrces, (b) proteect the civilizzations from destructive na
atural
elements, aand (c) improvve the quality oof life, both at the private annd public level..
Hellenic ccivilizations deeveloped an addvanced, comffortable and hyygienic way off life, as expreessed by public
c and
private batthrooms and fllushing toilets,, that can be coompared to thee modern oness.. In this articlle a brief revie
ew of
the water ssupply and sannitation technoologies develooped by the maajor Hellenic ccivilizations inn the ancient Hellas
H
is presenteed.
2. Prehistooric Hellas (caa. 3200 – 11000 BC)
In Minoann Crete many works
w
for wateer supply, seweerage, and draiinage systems were plannedd and constructted to
serve the nneeds of the increasing
i
poppulation of thee island (De F
Feo et al., 2011; Mays et al.., 2007) The major
m
hydro techhnologies deveeloped during tthe Minoan Erra, at the scale of palace, cityy, and village, iinclude: (a) po
otable
water systtems, aqueductts, harvesting of rainwater ssystems, and nnetwork of terrracotta pipes llocated beneath the
palace flooors in Knossoos (Figure 1a) and Pyrgos M
Myrtos (Figuree 1b); (b) wasttewater and sttorm water sew
wage
systems, like those founnd at Knossoss, Zakros and Phaistos palaaces; and (c) hhygienic waterr use systems,, like
bathroomss with flushingg toilets (Angellakis et al., 20005; Angelakis and Spyridakiis, 2013).

(b)

(a)

Figure 1. Terracotta pippes: (a) part off closed Minoaan water supplyy system at thee Knossos «pallace» in Crete and
(b) pipes of rectangularr section used ffor collection oof rain water inn the Pyrgos M
Myrtos in the south eastern Crete
C
(by permissioon of A. N. Anngelakis)
Different m
management teechniques werre applied to ennsure the wateer supply as: (aa) use of sprinng and runoff water
w
locally annd (b) transporrtation and stoorage of wateer. These techhniques were ddifferentiated according to local
hydrogeoloogical conditioons and the siize of the setttlements. Alsoo during Minoan times the ffocus of waterr and
wastewateer managemennt was on suustainable smaall-scale, wateer safety, costt efficient, annd friendly to
o the
environmeent managemennt practices.
The hydraaulic technologgical frame of pprehistoric Heellas formed veery early, durinng the Minoann/Cycladic erass and
later was eextended in the main land byy Mycenaean civilization duuring its flouriish period (ca. 1600 – 1200 BC).
The scale of water systeems was changged from smalll scale such aas hydraulic works for domeestic use at Miinoan
palaces too large scale works of the Mycenaean era that targeeted to agricuultural water uuse (irrigation
n and
drainage).
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3. Archaicc Hellas (ca. 630
6 – 490 BC)
During thaat period, tradee became an im
mportant activvity and new ccities were estaablished near tthe sea or the trade
routes. Som
me of the new
w cities were esstablished in drry places at a ddistance for w
water resources (lakes or riverrs) so
attention hhad to be paid for
f water adequuacy. During thhat period Agoora (market) w
was the core of the city and no
ot the
palace or tthe Acropolis. Gradually Agoora transformeed to the centree not only for tthe commerciaal activities butt also
for politicaal and social ones.
o
Graduallyy hygienic techhnologies weree implemented on the scale oof Agora and as
a the
cities grew
w considerably the first large--scale hydrauliic works were constructed. E
Examples of maajor projects du
uring
this era aree: (a) the Peisisstratean aqueduuct which transsferred water fr
from the Hymeettus mountain,, to the centre of
o the
city near A
Acropolis, (b) the
t water suppply system of aancient Samos, that includes the “Eupalineaan digging” (Figure
2), a tunneel of 1036 m loong, that Eupallinos (an enginneer from Meggara) designed and constructeed it (Koutsoyiannis
et al., 20088). Its constructtion started in 5530 BC and lassted in ten yearrs. It was in opperation until thhe 5th century AD.
A

(a)

(b))

Figure 2.. A view of thee tunnel of Euppalinos aqueduuct: (a) its entraance and (b) thhe sloped channnel (and at points
second tuunnel below thhe main tunnel) on the right sside
y and
It is remarrkable that thee first Hellenicc cities were eestablished in areas that witth minimal raiinfall (e.g. dry
water scarrce sites), in coontrast to otheer ancient civillizations (e.g. Egyptian, Mesopotameans, and those in Indus
I
valley) whhich flourishedd in water-abunndant environm
ments (large rivver valleys). A
Although there are wet places and
relatively large rivers inn Greece, Helllenes must haave progressivvely assimilateed the fact thaat dry climates are
generally m
more convenieent and healthiier to live as thhey protect the population froom water-bornne diseases.
4. Classicaal Hellas (ca. 490 – 323 BC
C)
During Classical era sevveral aqueductts were construucted in anciennt cities but thhe hydro-technnologies remain the
same and the new technnical developm
ments are scarrce (De Feo ett al., 2013). H
However, emphhasis was given in
water mannagement practtices, mainly inn the city of A
Athens, that floourished duringg that period. T
The introductio
on of
the Hippoddameian system in city plannning influenceed significantlyy the urban waater systems, ffrom this perio
od up
to modern times (Zarkaddoulas et al., 20012).
BC) was the ffirst "doctor" tthat he stated “the
Also, duriing that periodd Alcmaeon oof Croton (florruit ca. 470 B
quality of the water mayy influence thee health of the people” (Aëtiuus, on the opinnion of the phiilosophers V. 30.1).
3
In additionn, the Hippoctrratic treatise: A
Airs, Water, Pllaces (ca. 400 BC) describess thoroughly thhe different sou
urces,
qualities aand health effeects of water (A
Airs, Water, Places. 1, 7, 8, and 9). Other Hippoctratic ttreatises, writtten at
the same tiime, contain comments on thhe influence off water on the health of peopple.
The Peisisstratean and Eupalinean
E
waater supply tecchnologies weere further impproved duringg the Classicall and
Hellenisticc times. The engineering
e
soolutions were improved andd applied in m
many areas; Neew aqueducts were
constructed more efficiently and coonvey water from more ddistant sourcess. The aquedducts, that cap
pture
undergrounnd water, folllowed by thee surface trannsport of watter (Voudouriss et al., 20133). The signifficant
characterisstics of the Athhens water suppply system in the Classical pperiod were thhe sustainabilityy and durabilitty.
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5. Hellenisstic Hellas (caa. 323 – 31 BC
C)
Following a period withh wars and connflicts, finally ppeace was preevailed during the Hellenisticc period. The cities
c
that had been destroyedd were rebuilt, usually at thee same site. Inn most cases, thhe Hippodameeian system off city
planning w
was adopted. During
D
that peeriod a significcant scientific progress wass achieved andd large scale public
works (succh as aqueductts and cisterns)), were construucted, resultingg to water adequacy. The hyygienic use of water
w
in public bbaths and lavattories became possible for aall citizens thatt had access too “luxurious” w
water usage. At
A the
same time, the principles of integratedd water managgement, as impplemented duriing Classical pperiod, started to be
forgotten. In Athens, waater treatment changed comp
mpletely as cann be inferred frrom the way tthat the spill of
o the
fountain w
was dealt withh. The comparrison of the w
waste conduits that belong too these two periods leads to
o the
conclusionn that the operaation of the syystem was diffe
ferent. During C
Classical periood the overflow
wing water wa
as not
disposed bbut kept for som
me other purpose. On the otther hand durinng Hellenistic era larger pipees were installed in
order to coover the increeased supply oof water in thee Agora diminnishing the neeed for overflow
w. Also during the
same periood, private insttallations, like wells and cistterns, tended too be abandonedd (Zarkadoulas et al., 2012).
In the Hellenistic world,, the prevalencce of the Hipppodameian systtem resulted inn reduced impportance of sec
curity
in city plannning. The following commeent by Aristotlle is related to that issue:
The aarrangement of the private ddwellings is thoought to be moore agreeable and more convenient for gen
neral
purpooses if they arre laid out in straight streets, after the m
modern fashionn, that is, the one introduce
ed by
Hippodamus; but is
i more suitabble for securityy in war if it iis on the contrrary plan, as cites used to be in
ancieent times; for that arrangem
ment is difficullt for foreign ttroops to enterr and to find their way abo
out in
whenn attacking. Heence, it is well to combine thhe advantages of both plans, and not to layy out the whole
e city
in strraight streets, but only certaain parts and ddistricts, for inn this way it w
will combine seecurity with be
eauty
[Arisstotle, Politics, VII, X, 4, Zarrkadoulas et al. (2012)].
Two aquedducts of the Hellenistic
H
periiod (from the eend of 4th to tthe end of 1st century BC) have been restored
and reusedd during the Rooman times, being still in usse today in Polyrrhenia city iin western Creete (Voudouris et al.,
2013). Theey are carved by tunneling tthrough naturaal marbled lim
mestones on thee southern low
w slopes of the city.
The first aaqueduct (tunnnel) ends in thee modern villagge central squaare (Figure 3aa). In the southheastern edge of
o the
modern seettlement, theree is the end off another similar tunnel (Figuure 3b). Both ttunnel, were cconstructed rou
ughly
in the sam
me way and are
a used to suupply the villaage with a coontinuous flow
w of water alll year long. These
T
aqueducts are referred ass aqueducts-likke qanats (Vouudouris et al., 22013).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The two aqueeducts (tunnels) in Polyrrhennia city: (a) Roock-cut cisternn at the end of tthe first aqueduct
and (bb) Tunnel of thhe second aqueeduct, with chaannel along thee semicircular tower of the H
Hellenistic walll
(C
Christodoulakoos & Markoulaki, 2011)
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6. Roman Hellas (ca. 31 BC – 395 AD)
Many important and monumental constructions were made during Roman period in conquered Hellas, as a part
of a culture based on artistic and structural features of flourishing Hellenic ancient centuries (Angelakis et al.
2013). Aqueducts that were constructed in specific sites of the country, could be classified in a separate category
of the monuments of this period, being in many cases successful feats of ancient engineering (De Feo et al., 2010;
De Feo et al., 2013).
Romans constructed the works to supply water to each Roman town, usually channeling the required quantities
from the nearest sources, which abstained up to tens of kilometers from. The construction of the water line was
different along the axis, depending on the terrain. As a basic rule, the aqueduct had to maintain a gentle
inclination (0.1% or 0.2%), so that water can be transported all the way by gravity. Thus, the conduit was a
shallow trench in the more parts, but wherever there were valleys or river beds, that it was constructed upon
water bridges. Finally the water crossed hills, passing through tunnels.
The construction methods of surface and subterranean works were depended on soil quality of each area. In
rocky soils (limestone) channels were carved above or below the surface. On the other hand, surface channels,
underground channels with supported roof, or channels at shallow depths that used to be covered by stone slabs,
were built wherever the soil was loose. Also, the ceramic elements were necessary structural material, and the
use of mortar was required. At the construction of a water bridge, stone or ceramic briquettes were used. The
bridges were consisted of columns that need to support the conduit, at distance of about 5 m, forming arches.
In many cases, Roman aqueducts supplied more water than the amount necessary for their daily needs, because
the water was also used for hygienic reasons. The bath for instance was a daily habit for Romans. Thus, many
Roman public baths have been discovered in the central districts, such as the hypocaust in the basement of the
Russian Church in Athens or in regional agglomerations (Rafina), even in rural areas or islands such as the town
of Sami in Kefalonia. In any case, the water was available at the place of use through distribution systems,
including piping and tanks at the end or along the route of the aqueduct. Furthermore, in some cases there was
tank near the springs in order to control the pressure.
In Hellenic land, there are several Roman aqueducts and the most important are those of Corinth, Nicopolis,
Mytilene, Patras, Thessaloniki, Eleusis and Athens. In addition, the aqueducts of Kavala and Halkida, which
repaired during the Ottoman occupation, were constructed during the Roman period.
It is worth to examine with more detail the famous Hadrianean aqueduct of Athens. Its construction started by
Hadrian, but the project completed by Antoninus (140 AD), aiming to supply water to the Roman district of
Athens. This aqueduct differs totally from all other of the Roman period, because it was constructed subterranean
all along its route. The Hadrianean is a project based on technology of earlier times aqueducts of Hymettus,
Megara and Aegina (Chiotis & Marinos, 2012). The water flowed from Parnitha springs into the tunnel, but the
aqueduct also collected underground water along its route. For this reason, it was dug under the level of the
water table and the amount of collected water increased along the path. Additionally, the discharge was
complemented from assistant aqueducts that carried water from other regions. So we can conclude that the
Hadrianean was an eclectic aqueduct which was enriched by underground waters and spring water (Chiotis &
Chioti, 2011). The main underground axis was about 20 km long (or 25 km taking into account the secondary
branches). Two surface channels carried the water of Parnitha at Dimogli (Olympic Village today), where an
inclined gallery had to direct the total quantity into the tunnel, at a depth of 30 m. The tunnel was constructed by
wells opened at a fixed distance of about 35 m between. Some impressive construction details of the carved
underground tunnel (coated or uncoated) highlight the magnificent task, such as collecting water from the walls,
the mounting of the roof, and the flow rate control through local level depression or small shaft incurvation.
Some of the tunnel technical characteristics are depicted in Figure 4. The water was distributed through a piping
system, starting from the main tank at Kolonaki, which was filled by the supply line. Hadrianean surpassed all
aqueducts of the Roman time in terms of operation and construction. This is confirmed by the fact that the
aqueduct was in use until 1930, for Athens water supply. However, its operation was not continuous over the
centuries, as it was repaired and expanded before being restarted, after the end of Ottoman rule (early 20th
century). It is still in use until today, watering the public land areas that the tunnel runs through.
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(c)

Figure 4. T
Technical charaacteristics of H
Hadrianean tunnnel (a) Uncoatted cross sectioon (b) Cross seection with massonry
walls aand triangular roof from ceraamic slabs, (c)) Cross sectionn with masonryy walls and unccoated roof (by
y
permission of P. Defteraaios)
7. Epilogu
ue
From the Minoan era, constructive
c
annd operation eexperience in uurban hydraullic works, exissted in Hellas.. The
basic techhnological meethods of thee Minoan andd Mycenaean period have been the coornerstones off the
technologiical progress inn hydraulic w
works and wateer resources m
management off the centuries that followed. The
stagnancy during the Dark
D
Ages wass followed by significant prrogress in the Archaic Helllas. Hellenic hydro
h
technologiical achievemeents were not ttotally forgotteen during the D
Dark Ages. Prrobably ‘bridgees’ from the pa
ast to
the future are always preesent, albeit offtentimes invisible to those w
who cross them
m (Angelakis & Spyridakis, 2013).
2
During Arrchaic period, city-states
c
werre constructed and first urbannization occurrred. As cities were dependent on
trade and nnot on agriculttural productioon, they tendedd to be located at dry places, at a distance ffrom rivers or lakes.
Under tyraanny, cities greew significantlly and the first large scale urbban water infraastructures weere developed.
The next pperiod of demoocracy, that inncludes the connstruction of ssmall-scale woorks and the usse of non-struc
ctural
measures, is a paradigm
m of sustainabble water mannagement andd marks the cconsideration oof the instituttional
progress iin water issuees. During thee Classical andd Hellenistic periods, urbann city planninng acquired a new
dimensionn in the form of the Hippodameian cityy, which impllemented a different designn philosophy. The
evolution oof the designedd city is mainlly reflected on the scale of w
water and wasteewater projectss, which resultted in
water adeqquacy and morre widespread hygienic waterr use (Zarkadooulas et al., 2012).
The scale of the moderrn city is mucch greater com
mpared to the antiquity and that is reflectted to the sca
ale of
hydraulic w
works and water infrastructuures. Althoughh a direct compparison is not possible, we ccan assume tha
at the
following elements of anncient water m
management shhould be re-connsidered: (a) city planning hhas to include urban
u
water andd wastewater criteria;
c
the fllood protectionn should be a major consideration, (b) tthe cooperatio
on of
small-scalee infrastructurres, with the laarge-scale oness, was a big steep towards susstainability andd resilience, (c
c) the
sustainablee water use prrinciples and ppractices, mustt not be forgottten even in peeriods of waterr adequacy, an
nd (d)
safety andd security of water supply in emergency sittuations, incluuding turbulentt and war perioods, should be kept
in mind whhen designing urban water, ssewerage and ddrainage system
ms.
Hellenic hhydraulic technnologies were further develooped, mainly byy enlargementt of the scale oof water supply
y and
wastewateer and stormw
water systems, reached theirr peak in the Hellenistic period (that follows the reig
gn of
Alexanderr the Great), when
w
they spreead over a geographical areaa from Hellas to India to thee east and Egy
ypt to
the south. The Romans, whose Empiree came after thhe Hellenic rulle in this area, inherited thesse technologiess and
developedd them further mainly by chaanging their scale from smaall to large andd applying theem to almost every
e
large city aas in Aptera annd Athens (Figgure 5).
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(b)

Figure 55. Interior view
w of Roman ccisterns: (a) the three- aisledd vaulted cisterrn in the anciennt town Aptera
a in
westerrn Crete (by peermission of A. N. Angelakiss) and (b) the H
Hadrian in Athhens, as it was rrebuilt after th
he
original design in the 18800s (by permisssion of P. Defteeraios)
ncient
Finally, the rapid technoological progreess during last century createed a disdain foor the past achiievements. An
ber of
water techhnologies weree considered ass obsolete, relaated to the moddern ones. At tthe same time, a great numb
unresolvedd water probleems are relatedd to managem
ment practices. The protectionn from floods and droughts with
confidencee is strongly reelated with thee durability annd sustainabilitty of the waterr projects, the decentralizatio
on of
the variouus processes, and the cost effectiveness. In the develloping world, water probleems are intenssified
following the populationn increase. Also, new problems have arisen such as thee contaminatioon water resou
urces.
The accum
mulation of unnresolved probblems led socieeties to reconssider the old ppractices and tto reinvestigate the
past technnological achieevements. The extensive research that bassed on archaeoological, historrical, and tech
hnical
evidence, revealed the similarity
s
of prrinciples and ssolutions withh present ones and the advannced level of water
w
managemeent. Thus, todday is well documented thatt many of thee technologicaal principles reelated to hydrraulic
works werre discovered three to fourr thousand yeears ago. How
wever, the devvelopment of water science
e and
engineerinng from the paast to the present appears tto be non-lineear, often charracterized by ddiscontinuitiess and
regressionns.
Considerinng the ancient Hellas water ttechnologies, thhe following issues must be emphasized:
•

anciennt Hellenes livved in harmonyy within their ddry environment;

city pplanning has to
t include urbban water criteria (e.g. waater supply neetworks, seweerage systems, and
especially protection from floods infraastructure).
•

decenntralize water, wastewater, and storm waater managem
ment in connection of the uuse of small-scale
infrastructtures, is a big step
s towards suustainability.
•

safetyy and security of water suppply in emergeency situationss, such as waar periods, shoould be taking
g into
account inn our designs of urban water systems.
•

the prrinciples and practices
p
of suustainable wateer use should nnot be forgotteen even in perriods of high water
w
availabilityy.
•

anciennt Hellenic waater and wasteewater practicees are relevantt even today, aas the water rrelated problem
ms of
modern soocieties are nott very differennt from those ttimes (e.g. watter cisterns forr harvesting raainwater in ord
der to
increase w
water availability and reduce the flood riskss).
•

Today, moore than 2.6 billlion people doo not use improoved sanitationn and 1.1 billioon practice opeen defecation. Also
1 billion people have limited accesss to drinkingg water. Thuss there is a huge need foor sustainable and
cost-effecttive water supply and sanitaation facilities,, particularly iin cities of thee developing w
world (Bond et
e al.,
2013). Lessons from anncient water m
management m
must be examiined and the applicability oof selected an
ncient
Hellenic syystems to the contemporary
c
world must bee considered.
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